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ABSTRACT

Audio event classification is an urgent Content based Infor-
mation Retrieval (CBIR) unsolved problem with numerous
applications that it can benefit. This paper is explaining Pin-
drop’s submission to the ”Making Sense of Sound” challenge.
In this submission we address the challenge of classifying
audio excerpts based on their origin by using Convolutional
Neural Networks with feature transfer learning. We use pre-
trained VGGish network to extract feature embeddings. Our
results show a remarkable improvement of the baseline sys-
tem with achieving average recall rate of up to 92% across all
the classes.

Index Terms— Making Sense of Sounds, Audio Event
Recognition, Attention Network, Feature Transfer Learning,
CNN, DCASE

1. METHODOLOGY

A total of four algorithms for audio event classification are
provided as the part of the submission. Each of these algo-
rithms apply attention-network mechanism and multi-class
learning approaches to increase the generalizability of the
models. In this project, we use similar attention mechanism
introduced by Kong, Qiuqiang et al[1]. We also make use of
the feature embeddings from the provided VGGish[2] pre-
trained model in order to jump start training convergence
which is trained using Google AudioSet[3] with 70M videos
and an average of 4.6 minutes per video. The pre-trained
model is downloaded from [4]. The process is described in
detail in the remainder of this document where we describe
the methodology for our best performed system (CBIR 2).

1.1. Audio Pre-processing

The MSOS Audio data Set contains one thousand five hun-
dred audio clips taken from Freesound data base[5], the ESC-
50 dataset[6], and the Cambridge-MT Multitrack Download
Library. Each audio clip is five second long with a sample-
rate of 44.1 KHz. In our method, we first downsample
the audio files to 16 KHz in order to fit the VGGish pre-
trained model. Each of the audio clips are divided into 5
non-overlapped frames of 960ms. Then, for each frame a

time-frequency representation is calculated using log-mel en-
ergy filter banks with the window size 25ms and 10ms overlap
and 64 frequency bands. Post-extraction all the frames are
stacked together and are provided as inputs for the neural
network.

1.2. Data Augmentation

Data augmentation was considered for one of the submitted
systems(CBIR 3). This augmentation was performed using
techniques similar to the ones described in [8]. Additional au-
dio samples were created by mixing two audio samples from
the same class with random delay, gain and equalization pa-
rameters. Care was taken that the data augmentation was per-
formed using samples only from the training set so that the
audio samples in the validation and testing sets remain totally
unseen prior to prediction.

1.3. System Description

Figure 1 shows the overall structure of the best performed
system. As shown in Figure 1., the input to the proposed
neural network is the 480 × 64 mbe. The training samples
are fed into two CNN based neural networks at the same
time. The first CNN network initialized with weights from
pre-trained VGGish model and freeze the weights during
training. The weights of second network are random initial-
ized. We use a shallow VGG architecture for each network
which contains 8 CNN layers. We use a 3 × 3 filter for each
CNN layer and padded the output with zeros to keep the
output shape as same as the input. A max-pooling layer is
performed on both time and frequency axis after CNN layer.
An soft-max attention layer is applied after CNN layer. The
attention feature from both two networks are then concatenate
together and further fed into a fully connected layer followed
by ReLU non-linearity activation and dropout rate of 0.2.
Batch-Normalization[9] layer is also been added after each
FC layer to reduce the chance of over-fitting. Finial classifi-
cation layers is connected to the FC layer, with 5 output units
and soft-max activation. An auxiliary task is also added to the
classification layer with 91 output units for 91 different sound
events. We train it on a GPU using the Adam Optimizer[10].



Fig. 1. Proposed model for audio event classification. The
input is Log-Mel filter bank of size 480× 64. The input layer
and Conv Block 2 have 1 fully convolutional layer followed
by a maxpooling layer of size 2× 2, stirde (2, 2). The follow-
ing Conv Blocks have 2 fully convolutional layers followed
by a maxpooling layer. The red square block is the adapter[7],
which is a convolutional layer with 1× 1 filter

.

2. RESULTS

We perform a random split on released Development set to
created train and validation sets. The test size is 20% of the

System ID Name Precision Recall F1
CBIR 1 CNN+Attention 0.91 0.90 0.91
CBIR 2 CNN+Muti-Attention 0.92 0.92 0.91
CBIR 3 CNN+Augmentation 0.91 0.90 0.90
CBIR 4 CNN+FC 0.85 0.85 0.85

Table 1. Classification results of all submitted systems

total Development set. Average precision, recall and F1-socre
are used to evaluate model performance. Table 1 shows the
finial performance of each system. We made the final deci-
sion based on F1-score macro. As shown in Table 1, data
augmentation doesn’t show improvement to the overall per-
formance. CNN+Multi-Attention model has the best overall
performance which achieved 0.92 F1-score.
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